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The body can self heal by its very design, and you
can design a program that will enable the body to do
the very thing it was made to do--heal itself.
America's #1 vitamin book--now with extensive new
material and special sections. This classic guide has
been completely updated to put the information you
need at your fingertips so you can live a longer,
healthier and better life. Discover: How to maximize
the effectiveness of your vitamins/supplements and
avoid problems by taking them in the right
combinations New anti-aging vitamins and
supplements that will keep your skin and body
healthy and young-looking The art of personalizing
your dietary regimen to fit your lifestyle, your health
profile, and even your job Natural alternatives to
hormone replacement therapy (HRT), Viagra,
Prozac, and Valium Expanded sections on
nutraceuticals, homeopathy, and aromatherapy, and
how to find the best practitioners in these fields
Healing regimens for heart patients, stroke victims,
diabetics, and arthritis sufferers New warnings about
dangerous drug interactions and "miracle cures"
Plus! Expanded sections on herbal teas and
tinctures, beauty aids, diets, salt and sugar intake,
and new ways to boost your energy level, fertility,
and sex life.
A veritable herbal encyclopedia, this classic was
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among the first comprehensive books on herbs ever
published. Easy to understand, this guide to herbal
medications is simple enough for the herbal student
yet complete enough for the herbal practitioner.
Readers are familiarized with common definitions
and basic directions for making decoctions, extracts,
infusions, oils, and poultices. A complete listing of
herbs and herbal formulas along with their primary
uses is followed by an alphabetized list of health
problems along with recommended herbs to alleviate
each condition. Also included are sections on
pregnancies, babies, and nursing; herbal sources for
vitamins and minerals; information on cleansing and
diet; and herbal aid for emergencies. This beloved
volume is a timeless resource for maintaining health
naturally.
“Comprehensive, encyclopedic, and lucid, this book
is a must for all practitioners of the healing arts who
want to broaden their understanding. Readers
interested in the role of herbs and foods in healing
will also find much to learn here, as I have. . . . A fine
work.”—Annemarie Colbin, author of Food and
Healing The promise and mystery of Chinese
medicine has intrigued and fascinated Westerners
ever since the “Bamboo Curtain” was lifted in the
early 1970s. Now, in Between Heaven and Earth,
two of the foremost American educators and healers
in the Chinese medical profession demystify this
centuries-old approach to health. Harriet Beinfeld
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and Efrem Korngold, pioneers in the practice of
acupuncture and herbal medicine in the United
States for over eighteen years, explain the
philosophy behind Chinese medicine, how it works
and what it can do. Combining Eastern traditions
with Western sensibilities in a unique blend that is
relevant today, Between Heaven and Earth
addresses three vital areas of Chinese
medicine—theory, therapy, and types—to present a
comprehensive, yet understandable guide to this
ancient system. Whether you are a patient with an
aggravating complaint or a curious intellectual
seeker, Between Heaven and Earth opens the door
to a vast storehouse of knowledge that bridges the
gap between mind and body, theory and practice,
professional and self-care, East and West.
“Groundbreaking . . . Here at last is a complete and
readable guide to Chinese medicine.”—San
Francisco Chronicle
Did you know that fresh parsley leaves contain more
vitamin C than oranges, lavender can be used for
eczema, or that red raspberries help with morning
sickness? This book is different because it provides
step-by-step instructions for extracting the medicinal
properties within herbs and plants. It also shows you
how to use those properties to improve your health.
Included with the 393 individual herb and plant
profiles are “how to” chapters for creating
individualized herbal products and quick reference
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sections for alternative solutions to medical ailments.
Also provided within the pages are the precautions,
safety guidelines, and recipes for treatment
applications. The ability to ease suffering, shorten
the duration, or eliminate an affliction is a desire
shared by everyone. You will use this book more
often than any cook book or medical hand book.
Good health to you and yours.
An herbal guide to support physical, mental, and
spiritual health for women and their children at all
stages of life--by a healer with over 40 years of
experience. Plant medicines are a woman's ally to
achieve optimal health; they bring balance and
nourishment to daily life and can reduce or eliminate
symptoms of physical and emotional distress. They
can also provide alternatives to many
pharmaceuticals. This go-to herbal sourcebook gives
women the tools to thrive throughout their lives, with
remedies using common herbs and plants to support
a healthy body, mind, and spirit. Dr. Leslie Korn
brings over forty years of experience in numerous
herbal traditions and healing modalities, offering
timeless wisdom in this herbal companion that can
be shared with friends and passed down in the
family for generations. She offers treatments using
common and easy-to-obtain herbs to address sleep
disorders, menstrual issues, autoimmune conditions,
anxiety, headaches and migraines, stomach issues,
fertility issues, postpartum recovery, skin ailments,
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common discomforts that affect children, and much
more. Korn also offers herbal guidance for rites of
passage, moments of community, psychoactive
herbs, and a protocol for end-of-life care, as well as
a comprehensive resources section.
Identifies hundreds of herbs, explains their main
uses, and tells how to cultivate a herb garden
The Most Thorough Compilation of Home Cures and
Remedies Yet! Years ago, every household
practiced natural healing by using what they had.
Plants grow abundantly all over our roadsides, cities,
and in your own backyard, and though once valued
and widely used, they've fallen out of fashion over
time as people forget the numerous medicinal uses
at our fingertips. This book brings alternative
medicine back to the forefront. Researched and
written by a practicing medical herbalist and natural
healer, and now with even more herbs and medicinal
plants, The Big Book of Backyard Medicine is the
basis for a veritable natural pharmacy that anyone
can create. Featuring one hundred specific plants
and their associated remedies, and fully illustrated
with hundreds of color photographs, this book offers
fascinating insights into the literary, historic,
botanical, and global applications of common wild
plants and herbs that can be used in medicines,
including: Ash Chicory Dandelion Forget-me-not
Gypsywort Horseradish Mint Red Poppy Thistle Wild
carrot Willow And so much more! Anyone who wants
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to improve his or her health in a completely natural
way will find this book to be an absolute must-have
for his or her home—and garden.
Hailed as a “classic” by leading herbalist Rosemary
Gladstar, this botanical compendium provides a wideranging history of herbalism and useful guidance for
healing with herbs Matthew Wood is one of the
United States’ most renowned herbalists and the
author of Seven Herbs: Plants as Healers, a
watershed book in teaching herbal healing as a part
of total wellness. With The Book of Herbal Wisdom,
he continues and expands this study, creating a
must-read guide for anyone who works in the natural
health field or is interested in self-healing with herbs.
Wood creates a vast and sweeping history of
herbalism, drawing on Western botanical knowledge,
homeopathy, Traditional Chinese medicine, and
Native American shamanic botany. Detailing the
history and use of more than forty plants, he shows
how each tradition views a plant, as well as its use in
cases drawn from his own herbal and homeopathic
practice. An initial section describes signatures,
similar, and patterns in these traditions, and
elements, temperaments, and constitutions. Wood
has two objectives: to demonstrate how herbal
medicines are agents of healing and wisdom, and to
give the reader a useful catalog of plants for
medicinal uses. His clinical observations of his
patients bear the wry wisdom of the country doctor;
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his love of plants is evident in lush botanical
descriptions, which show the connection between
remedies—whether homeopathic, Chinese, or Native
American—and the plants from which they are
derived. An introduction to centuries of lore about
healing from indigenous traditions, The Book of
Herbal Wisdom integrates and describes North
American Indian medicine, homeopathy, Traditional
Chinese Medicine, and Western herbalism like no
other contemporary botanical compendium.
Two prominent pharmacists offer this guide to herbal
remedies, featuring more than three hundred herbal
medicines, along with a glossary of medical terms
and detailed descriptions of each remedy, potential
drug interactions, dosages, and more. Original.
A Woman's Book of Herbs is an extensive guide to
using herbs for healing the mind, body, and spirit.
This book is bursting with definitive information on a
broad range of herbs including where, when, and
how to collect them and the best methods for drying,
storing, and preparing them. Readers will also
discover herbs' many physical, emotional, and ritual
uses, their mythological history and astrological
significance, and their main chemical components.
Recipes for herbal food, drinks, and medicines are
also provided. Infused with the author's empowering
holistic approach to healing and backed by her firm
belief that women should have an understanding of
and control over the causes of ill-health and the
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variety of healing processes, A Woman's Book of
Herbs is a unique and indispensable work. This is a
reissue of the much-loved classic, first published in
1992.
"...set[s] forth his method of natural self healing
based on herbs, a diet that used no meat, dairy
products, or eggs, and a life in harmony with the
laws of health and nature. He opposed the use of
sugar, spices, pepper, mustard, vinegar, and
fermented foods. He recommended the use of
soymilk in numerous healing diets and considered it
far better than cow's milk. " -www.SoyinfoCenter.com.
Good News! Get the Paperback version of this
health-transforming book and have the e-book
version absolutely FREE! Act Now. Limited Time
Offer.Dr. Sebi never recommended that anyone
should take food that cannot be found on the Dr.
Sebi Approved Food Lists. That's why it is essential
you know what the approved Dr. Sebi Food list
is.This Complete Dr Sebi Bible will show you all you
need to know about staying healthy and lean the Dr.
Sebi recommended way. It gives you a complete
guide of what you should take in your alkaline
diets.The Dr. Sebi food list is very detailed and
specific. It does not contain many of the popular
plant-based foods that are regarded as whole foods.
Dr. Sebi did not approve of using hybrid foods.
Hybrid foods are foods and fruits that are made from
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processes of unnatural cross-pollinating of two or
more different plants). The reason Dr.Sebi avoided
recommending taking hybrid foods is that these
foods alter the pH balance, genetic make-up and
electrical composition to the detriment of human
bodies.This book will show you how to lose weight
and stay healthy by following Dr. Sebi time-tested
guide.
More than 2,000 complete and concise descriptions
of herbs, illustrated by more than 275 line drawings,
offer natural aids to health and happiness. Includes
tips on growing, botanical medicine, seasoning, and
much more.
Ease Symptoms, Fight Disease, and Supercharge
Immunity--All Without Drugs or Chemicals! You're about
to enter a completely different kind of drugstore. One
where herbal medicines are offered right alongside
conventional pharmaceuticals. Where bottles of feverfew
stand next to bottles of aspirin, and echinacea has its
place among other cold and flu remedies. The Herbal
Drugstore is the only place where you can compare
mainstream drug treatments and their herbal alternatives
for close to 100 common health problems. You'll find
herbs that have the same healing powers as many
prescription and over-the-counter medications--only
they're cheaper and gentler, with few or no side effects.
Whether you need fast first-aid or long-term relief, The
Herbal Drugstore has a remedy for you. Here's just a
sampling: * Immobilized by arthritis? Rub on capsaicin
cream, a natural pain reliever made from hot peppers *
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Can't sleep? Start snoozing with valerian--it's as effective
as Valium, but it isn't addictive * Want to lose a few
pounds? Get a helping hand from psyllium, an herbal
alternative to appetite suppressants * Feeling stressed?
Calm jangled nerves with ginseng--it won't undermine
alertness * Battling bronchitis? Clear up that cough with
licorice, a natural expectorant * Need help with high
blood pressure? Turn to hawthorn--it has much in
common with beta blockers, except for the side effects
The Herbal Drugstore features these and many more
herbal remedies--712 in all! They're profiled right next to
their pharmaceutical counterparts, so you can make your
own comparisons and decide which treatments are best
for you.
The 30-Day Hair loss cure! Are you disturbed by your
unusual hair loss or premature balding as a man or a
woman? Have you tried using shampoos, conditioners
and many diverse methods without getting your desired
results? Don't be discouraged! You are not alone in this
club. Research has proven that 1 in every 5 American
suffer from hair loss and many of those in this club have
sought for remedy to no avail. Are you among them? If
Yes, then there is a good news for you! RED LIGHT
THERAPY! This hair loss guide has explained not only
the basics of hair loss and hair growth but it has also
uncovered the natural remedy to your biggest worry
using the red light therapy within 30 days. There is no
need for invasive surgeries or over--the-counter
medications so employ natural procedure in this guide
and make hair thinning and baldness a thing of the past.
This is a preview of what you will learn:
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Looks at the basic principles of herbal medicine and
outlines the properties of herbs and herbal combination
forumlas for various kinds of ailments and alternative
treatments.
This book presents for the first time an up-to-date and
easy-to-read translation of a medical reference work that
was used in Western Europe from the fifth century well
into the Renaissance. Listing 185 medicinal plants, the
uses for each, and remedies that were compounded
using them, the translation will fascinate medievalist,
medical historians and the layman alike.
In this long-awaited second edition of THE MALE
HERBAL, James Green gives men and boys the tools
they need to create or maintain physical and emotional
health through a customized herbal program. By
following Green's newly developed constitutional model
and referencing the comprehensive alphabetical herbal
listings, men can create an herbal program attuned to
their unique body type, lifestyle, and health needs.
Featuring life-changing information about common
plants, herbal alternatives to Viagra, medicinal uses of
herbs for male-specific issues, and nearly thirty recipes
for teas, tinctures, salves, and tonics, this updated guide
emphasizes prevention and health with sensitivity and
wisdom.
“Wild Edibles: A Practical Guide to Foraging, with Easy
Identification of 60 Edible Plants and 67 Recipes has
taught me that my backyard is full of free food! Way to
go, Sergei.” —John Mackey, CEO of Whole Foods
Market In this field guide to foraging wild edible plants,
Sergei Boutenko (son of raw-food guru Victoria
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Boutenko) explores the health benefits of wild-harvested
food, explains how to safely identify trailside weeds,
herbs, fruits, and greens that grow worldwide, and
shares his delicious, nutrient-dense recipes. Sergei
Boutenko has been gathering wild plants since he was
13, when, early on in a 6-month hike from Mexico to
Canada, he and his raw-food family ran out of provisions
and turned to foraging for survival in the wild. Back in
civilization, Boutenko was dismayed by the inferior
quality of store-bought food and industrial agriculture,
and began to regularly collect wild plants near his home
and on his travels. Now, in Wild Edibles, he shares
knowledge gleaned from years of live-food wildcrafting
and thriving in harmony with nature. This practical guide
to plant foraging gives hikers, backpackers, raw foodists,
gardeners, chefs, foodies, DIYers, survivalists, and offthe-grid enthusiasts the tools to identify, harvest, and
prepare wild edible plants. The book outlines basic rules
for safe wild-food foraging and discusses poisonous
plants, plant identification protocol, gathering etiquette,
and conservation. Boutenko explores in detail the many
rewards of eating wild flora: environmental protection,
sustainability, saving money, economic self-sufficiency,
and healthy living. He draws on thoroughly researched
nutrition science to make a compelling case for the
health benefits of a diverse, local-food diet that includes
wild greens. The majority of the 60 edible plants
described in this field guide can be found worldwide,
including common-growing trees. Over 300 color photos
make plant identification easy and safe. A chapter
containing 67 high-nutrient vegan recipes—including
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green smoothies, salads and salad dressings, spreads
and crackers, main courses, juices, and sweets—provides
inspiration to join Sergei on the trail to radiant health.
Provides information on herbal medicine, natural foods,
and home remedies
This book is a quick guide of the Dr. Sebi's Nutritional
Guide.
Hundreds of tips to help you boost immunity, fight
fatigue, ease arthritis, and protect your health.
Discover the therapeutic properties of more than 140
medicinal herbs such as turmeric, elderflower, and
ginger root with Herbal Remedies Handbook. Take
charge of your health and wellness naturally with triedand-tested plant-based home remedies. Reliable,
authoritative, and accessible, it's packed with expert
advice and know-how on essential herbal remedies,
including crucial safety and dosage information you can
trust. If you've ever wondered how to treat a cold with
Echinacea tea or boost your brainpower with ginkgo
biloba, then let Herbal Remedies Handbook be your
guide. Learn how to prepare effective remedies at home
with step-by-step instructions for making herbal teas,
decoctions, and tinctures. Identify how to treat more than
50 common conditions including headaches, hay fever,
and the symptoms of menopause with at-a-glance charts
on remedies for home use. Compact and easy to
understand, it's the guide every home herbalist needs let it be your trusted companion on your journey to
natural health and wellness.
A new edition of the classic guide to herbal medicine by
a renowned herbalist furnishes a comprehensive
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overview of natural healing methods, including an
emphasis on herbal remedies and a vegetarian diet that
promotes a healing approach advocating a return to
natural habits of living.
Explains why living foods are important to good health
and offers a plan for making the switch to a living foods
diet, with lifestyle suggestions and over one hundred
recipes
THE HERBAL MEDICINE-MAKER'¬?S HANDBOOK is
an entertaining compilation of natural home remedies
written by one of the great herbalists, James Green,
author of the best-selling THE MALE HERBAL. Writing in
a delightfully personal and down-home style, Green
emphasizes the point that herbal medicine-making is
fundamental to every culture on the planet and is
accessible to everyone. So, first head into the garden
and learn to harvest your own herbs, and then head into
your kitchen and whip up a batch of raspberry cough
syrup, or perhaps a soothing elixir to erase the daily
stresses of modern life.
'...a lucid and scholarly account of an important and
immensely complex subject...Dr. Alpert's command of a
broad range of archival material, printed documents and
secondary works in six languages is extremely
impressive.' - P. Preston, London School of Economics
and Political Science It is now twenty years since a study
was dedicated to the international aspects of the Spanish
Civil War and this new synthesis covering the whole of
the era and setting it against major events of the late
1930s is well overdue. Michael Alpert takes full
advantage of newly accessible archival sources to
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disentangle the intricacies of this complex issue.
G?rcini? k?l? (bitt?r k?l?), ?ls? kn?wn ?s ?fric?n w?nd?r
nut, b?l?ngs t? th? f?mily guttif?r?? ?nd gr?ws in c??st?l
r?inf?r?sts in th? S?uth-W?st?rn ?nd S?uth-??st?rn p?rts
?f Nig?ri?. Tr?diti?n?lly, th? nuts ?f bitt?r k?l? ?r? ch?w?d
?s m?stic?t?ry subst?nc? t? stimul?t? th? fl?w ?f s?liv?.
Th? k?rn?ls ?f th? nuts ?r? wid?ly tr?d?d ?nd ??t?n ?s ?
stimul?nt. Bitt?r k?l? is ?ls? highly v?lu?d b?c?us? ?f its
m?dicin?l b?n?fits. Th? nuts ?r? ch?w?d f?r ?phr?disi?c
?ff?cts ?r us?d t? cur? c?ugh-dys?nt?ry ?r ch?st c?ld in
h?rb?l m?dicin?.In this pr?s?nt d?y, n?w initi?tiv?s in
ph?rm?c?utic?l ?nd ?ls? liv?st?ck industri?s ?r? s??king
t? pr?m?t? th? us? ?f ?lt?rn?tiv? m?t?ri?ls th?t c?mbin?
th? ?ff?cts ?f nutriti?n?l ?nd m?dicin?l pr?p?rti?s,
simult?n??usly. This is ?xp?ct?d ?m?ng ?th?rs b?n?fits t?
r?duc? th? high c?st ?f pr?ducti?n in th? liv?st?ck industry
?s ? r?sult ?f th? r?ducti?n in du?l c?sts ?f f??d ?nd
drugs. Furth?r r?s??rch w?s m?d? int? indig?n?us fruits
tr??s ?r pl?nts th?t p?ss?ss?s b?th nutriti?n?l ?nd
m?dicin?l pr?p?rti?s. Bitt?r k?l? b??n ? pl?nt th?t
p?ss?ss?s b?th m?dicin?l ?nd nutritiv? v?lu? ?nd ?v?ry
m?r? w?s ?m?rg?d, ?nd furth?r inv?stig?ti?ns b?s?d ?n
its curr?nt inf?rm?ti?n in r?l?ti?n t? its nutriti?n?l ?nd
m?dicin?l pr?p?rti?s h?s b??n ?ggr?g?t?d.This s??ks t?
?ggr?g?t? curr?nt inf?rm?ti?n ?n th? ch?r?ct?ristics ?f
bitt?r k?l? b?s?d ?n its hist?ry ?nd ?rigin ?s ?n indig?n?us
m?dicin?l pl?nt in th? r?in f?r?st ?f c?ntr?l ?nd w?st?rn
?fric?n. Its b?t?nic?l ?nd ?gr?n?mic?l ch?r?ct?ristics ?r?
?ls? discuss?d furth?r; th? bitt?r k?l? tr?? pr?duc?s
r?ddish y?ll?wish ?r ?r?ng? c?l?ur?d fruit with ??ch fruit
c?nt?ining tw? ?r f?ur y?ll?w s??ds ?nd ? s?ur t?sting
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pulp. During cultiv?ti?n ?f bitt?r k?l?, it is ?ith?r cultiv?t?d
by s??ds ?r by cutting, by th? pr?p?r?ti?n ?f ? suit?bl?
s??d b?d f?r pl?nting ?nd g?rmin?ti?n ?r by cutting fr?m
v?ry t?nd?r br?nch?s ?nd st?ms with y?ung h??lthy
l??v?s.Th? nutri?nt ?nd ch?mic?l c?mp?siti?n ?f bitt?r
k?l? ?s r?p?rt?d w?r? ?ls? illustr?t?d b?s?d ?n th?ir
v?ri?us c?nstitu?nts. Th? m?istur? c?nt?nt, pr?t?in, fib?r,
?sh ?nd nitr?g?n fr?? ?xtr?cts h?v? v?ri?us ?m?unt ?f
p?rc?nt?g? dry m?tt?r ?nd th?y ?r? 14.60% 0.58%,
0.10%, 5.00%, 91.32% ?nd 57.54% r?sp?ctiv?ly ?nd th?
vit?mins ?s w?ll ?s min?r?l c?mp?siti?n ?ls? h?v? v?ri?us
dry w?ight b?sis. Th? phyt?ch?mic?ls c?nstitu?nts ?f
bitt?r k?l? ?s d?scrib?d ?r? ph?n?ls (0.11 mg/100g),
?lk?l?ids (0.36mg/100g), t?nnins (0.26mg/100g) ?nd
fl?v?n?ids (1.98mg/100g).Bitt?r k?l? b?sic?lly p?rf?rms
v?ri?us ?th?r functi?ns lik? m?dicin?l us?s ?.g h?lps in
w?ight l?ss, tr??ts ?rthritics, ?nti-p?is?n, di?b?t?s, m?l?ri?
?tc.In recent years, coconut water has skyrocketed in
popularity. The product is still relatively new considering
it's been packed for the mainstream market for only
about 15 years. From 2004 to 2009, the coconut water
industry went from nearly non-existent to around $35
million. Since then, the growth and love for coconut
water has continued. In 2015, the industry was worth
$778 million in the U.S. alone and the projection for 2018
is at $1.5 billion.The number of coconut water brands
have also increased with this rise in popularity. Not all
brands pride themselves on using Thailand's finest
coconuts. Taste Nirvana is one of the rare privatelyowned, family-owned coconut water companies to have
built a plant right in Thailand's coconut groves for a
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quick,
For more than twenty years this pioneering work had
served as a bible for herbalists throughout the world. It is
an illustrated encyclopedic guide to more than two
hundred medicinal plants found in North America, with
descriptions of each plant's appearance and uses, and
directions for methods of use and dosage. Native
American traditions are compared with traditional uses of
the same plants among other cultures where the science
of herbs has flourished, particularly in Russia and China.
Included is an annotated bibliography of pertinent books
and periodicals.
Now in its expanded, updated revised edition, this is the
original classic text (with more than 5-million copies sold)
that helped create the natural foods industry. It remains
today one of the major texts on herbs, natural diet and
lifestyle and wholistic health.
From a top world authority, the ultimate guide to using
herbs to cure and prevent disease.
Welcome to the world of alternative medicine. Prince
Charles is a staunch defender and millions of people
swear by it; most UK doctors consider it to be little more
than superstition and a waste of money. But how do you
know which treatments really heal and which are
potentially harmful? Now at last you can find out, thanks
to the formidable partnership of Professor Edzard Ernst
and Simon Singh. Edzard Ernst is the world's first
professor of complementary medicine, based at Exeter
University, where he has spent over a decade analysing
meticulously the evidence for and against alternative
therapies.He is supported in his findings by Simon Singh,
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the well-known and highly respected science writer of
several international bestsellers. Together they have
written the definitive book on the subject. It is honest,
impartial but hard-hitting, and provides a thorough
examination and judgement of more than thirty of the
most popular treatments, such as acupuncture,
homeopathy, aromatherapy, reflexology, chiropractic and
herbal medicine.In Trick or Treatment? the ultimate
verdict on alternative medicine is delivered for the first
time with clarity, scientific rigour and absolute authority.
A DEFINITIVE GUIDE TO HEALING ANY AILMENT
HOLISTICALLY WHEN DISASTER STRIKES When
disaster strikes and you lose all access to doctors,
hospitals and pharmacies, natural medicine will be your
family’s best hope for survival. Prepper’s Natural
Medicine is the definitive guide to creating powerful
home remedies for any health situation, including:
•Herbal Salve for Infections •Poultice for Broken Bones
•Natural Ointment for Poison Ivy •Infused Honey for
Burns •Essential Oil for Migraines •Soothing Tea for
Allergies •Nutritional Syrup for Flu With easy-to-read
herbal charts, a breakdown of essential oils, tips for
stockpiling natural medicines and step-by-step
instructions for creating your own elixirs, salves and
more, this book offers everything you need to keep you
and your loved ones safe.
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